
Year 1 work for week 30.03.2020 

For any questions or advice about this work please contact Mrs Binks at wingateprimaryschool@durhamlearning.net 

Year 1 activities guide. 
Use this grid as a guide for activities during time spent at home. The list is not extensive so please feel free to come up with your own activities. 
Please remember to read every single day. There are free ebooks available via the Oxford Owl website, Amazon have daily free kindle downloads and 
David Walliams is sharing a free audio book on his website (worldofdavidwalliams.com) each day for the next 30 days too. 
There is a new app called ‘epic’ which has just launched on the App Store. This provides access to over 30,000 eBooks for children of all ages. Please 
note that this is a paid for service (by you) but could be useful. 
Also please remember to check out Edshed for a range of activities as well as espresso and purple mash. 
Other resources are also available. Recently we found out Themathsfactor.com website is free to access. This is usually a paid for subscription and 
content is posted by renowned Mathematician Carol Vorderman.  
Other websites/apps to check out are BBC Bitesize, Iseemaths, Khan Academy, PE umbrella, premier league stars & hit the button to name a few. 
Take some time to 
practise some mindfulness 
e.g. through colouring, 
body scan and meditation. 

Can you find a different object 
for each of these descriptive 
words and write down what they 
are? 
 
Spotty             Smooth 
Square            Yellow 
Furry               Hard 
Long                Curved 
Bumpy            Red 

Can you sketch three 
things at home without 
taking your pencil off the 
paper for each of the 
items (you can scribble if 
needed).  

Write a short story containing at least 4 sentences 
about an object at home. Be as imaginative as you can. 
 
Remember to use capital letters, finger spaces, full 
stops, and adjectives. 
Try to use a question mark and exclamation mark if you 
can. 

Can you make £2.46 in 3 
different ways? 
Here are the coins you can 
use: 

   
 

  
 

Listen to Myleen’s Music Klass 
on YouTube (“the one where I 
serenade your babies with 
Disney Lullabies as chosen by 
you!”) and discuss how the songs 
make you feel and draw a 
picture whilst listening to each 
piece of music. 
 

Create a game involving 
throwing, rolling, kicking or 
collecting at home. Teach a 
family member the game to 
compete against. 

Write 3 words containing 2 or 3 syllables (beats per 
word) for each of the following sounds. 

-ai 
-ee 
-igh 
-oa 
-th 
-ch 
-sh 
-ng 


